Abstract-The delivery of high-frequency alternating currents has been shown to produce a focal and reversible conduction block in whole nerve and is a potential therapeutic option for various diseases and disorders involving pathological or undesired neurological activity. However, delivery of high-frequency alternating current to a nerve produces a finite burst of neuronal firing, called the onset response, before the nerve is blocked. Reduction or elimination of the onset response is very important to moving this type of nerve block into clinical applications since the onset response is likely to result in undesired muscle contraction and pain. This paper describes a study of the effect of nerve cuff electrode geometry (specifically, bipolar contact separation distance), and waveform amplitude on the magnitude and duration of the onset response. Electrode geometry and waveform amplitude were both found to affect these measures. The magnitude and duration of the onset response showed a monotonic relationship with bipolar separation distance and amplitude. The duration of the onset response varied by as much as 820% on average for combinations of different electrode geometries and waveform amplitudes. Bipolar electrodes with a contact separation distance of 0.5 mm resulted in the briefest onset response on average. Furthermore, the data presented in this study provide some insight into a biophysical explanation for the onset response. These data suggest that the onset response consists of two different phases: one phase which is responsive to experimental variables such as electrode geometry and waveform amplitude, and one which is not and appears to be inherent to the transition to the blocked state. This study has implications for nerve block electrode and stimulation parameter selection for clinical therapy systems and basic neurophysiology studies.
activity with a focal nerve block is likely to alleviate the negative symptoms associated with many of these conditions. A quickly reversible focal nerve blockade also holds promise for enabling a new generation of neural prosthetic systems for neurogenic bladder [1] , [2] and motor restoration for those with both paralysis and spasticity [3] . There has been a recent increase in the number of published studies using high-frequency alternating currents (HFAC) to achieve such a nerve block. Much of this recent work has focused on the characterization of gross nerve response to this type of current. In summary, recent work has demonstrated that HFAC produces a focal block at the site of the electrode that is quickly reversible (usually within 1 s) [4] , [5] and is fast acting (usually less than a couple of seconds) [4] , [6] . It has also been shown that this type of nerve block induces an intense neural volley at the onset of HFAC delivery before block occurs, which we term the onset response [2] , [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . The blocking waveform typically used in mammalian experiments is a 2-40 kHz sinusoid or square wave with an amplitude of 3-10 V (1-10 mA for current-controlled studies) [1] , [2] , [4] , [6] , [10] , [11] , [14] , [15] , with higher frequencies requiring higher amplitudes to achieve block [4] , [6] , [11] . A recent study in our laboratory has begun to explore the effects of electrode geometry on HFAC nerve block, demonstrating that the amplitude required to achieve block is a function of the intercontact spacing of a multipolar cuff electrode [15] . This manuscript describes a further investigation of electrode design for nerve block.
The brief but intense neural activity that occurs when HFAC is first delivered to a nerve, which we call the onset response, needs to be substantially reduced or eliminated before HFAC block can have a broad clinical application. It is desirable to prevent this activity from occurring for both motor and sensory applications, because it is likely to result in extreme pain and activation of any innervated end effector such as a muscle. This study evaluates the effect of nerve cuff electrode geometry on the onset response, namely the separation distance between two bipolar electrode contacts, as well as the effect of waveform amplitude on the onset response.
Based on data presented in the literature regarding the onset response [4] , [9] , [12] , [16] , it is apparent that the onset response is characterized by two phases that are usually distinct. The first phase, "Phase I," is always present if neural conduction block is achieved. Phase I is characterized by a brief (tens of msec) and intense neural volley. This phase of the response has been demonstrated in whole nerve/muscle preparations [2] , [4] [5] [6] , [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , single fiber recordings [7] , [8] and in single fiber neuronal simulation [5] , [6] , [17] , [18] . This intense neural volley manifests itself as a very large muscle twitch in whole nerve/muscle preps (as shown in Fig. 1 ), similar to the large muscle twitch which is generated with n-let stimulation [19] . We show in this study that Phase I of the onset response is quite consistent in magnitude between trials, between animals and across the two experimental variables tested.
The second phase of the onset response, "Phase II," is usually, but not always, present [4] , [5] . Phase II is characterized by repetitive firing in the nerve that occurs after the intense volley of Phase I and can last for tens of seconds. In most cases, the nerve accommodates to the HFAC and the repetitive firing diminishes gradually into quiescence. This activity has been demonstrated in both whole nerve/muscle [4] [5] [6] , [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] and single fiber preparations [7] , [8] . A typical Phase II response in a whole nerve/muscle preparation can be seen in Fig. 1 . A biophysical explanation for this accommodation has not yet been proposed in the literature, and no neuronal modeling studies have been published which capture this behavior.
Several studies have shown that the magnitude of the onset response is dependent on experimental variables or conditions. Variability in the response was first observed by Rosenblueth and Reboul in 1939 who noted a shortening of the neural volley with increases in HFAC amplitude [9] . Since then, published studies have mentioned or presented data suggesting that the onset response is affected by the amplitude of the HFAC waveform [2] , [4] , [8] , [9] , [11] , the frequency of the waveform [2] , [4] , [10] [11] [12] [13] , variability of the surgical preparation [4] , [12] , position of the blocking electrode [4] , and cumulative dose of HFAC [9] . Here we investigate the effect of the geometry of a nerve cuff electrode. The effect of HFAC amplitude was also evaluated in these experiments, using multiples of the nerve block threshold rather than a fixed waveform voltage or current (for the first time in the literature). A subset of these results has also been published in abstract form [20] .
Based on the previous experimental evidence, we hypothesized that the Phase II portion of the onset response could be significantly reduced or eliminated by optimizing the HFAC waveform and electrode geometry. 
II. METHODS

A. Surgical Preparation
The experiments were performed in a rat sciatic nerve and gastrocnemius-soleus muscle preparation which has been used in other HFAC studies in the rat [4] , [12] , [14] , [15] . Alpha motor fibers in the rat sciatic which innervate these muscles range from 2-13 m in diameter [21] . Acute experiments were performed in a total of five adult Sprague-Dawley rats. All protocols involving animal use were approved by our institutional animal care and use committee. The animals were anesthetized with intraperitoneal injections of Nembutal (sodium pentobarbital). The left hind leg was shaved and an incision was made along the posterior aspect of the hind leg and thigh. The sciatic nerve was exposed from its most proximal aspect, just distal to the sacral plexus, to the popliteal fossa. The common peroneal and sural nerves were severed approximately 5-15 mm from their branch point with the sciatic nerve. The gastrocnemius-soleus muscle complex was dissected, and the calcaneal (Achilles) tendon was severed from its distal attachment at the heel. The ipsilateral tibia was stabilized to the experimental rig via a clamp, and the calcaneal tendon was tethered to a force transducer with 1-2 N of passive tension. Fig. 2 shows a diagram of the experimental setup.
B. Experimental Setup and Design
The effect of a bipolar nerve cuff electrode's contact separation distance on Phase I and Phase II of the high-frequency onset response was tested in five rats. A 40-kHz HFAC blocking waveform was tested at four different amplitudes in each experiment.
For each rat, two nerve cuff electrodes were placed on the sciatic nerve as shown in Fig. 2 (the inset shows a cross sectional depiction of a cuff electrode on the sciatic nerve). Both electrodes were silicone nerve cuff electrodes with a J-shaped crosssection and rectangular platinum contacts for current delivery. This type of electrode has been used in several other studies of HFAC in whole nerve preparations [1] , [4] , [12] , [15] . The proximal electrode was used to generate gastrocnemius-soleus muscle twitches with the delivery of 1 Hz, 20 s supramaximal (typically 300-700 A) cathodic pulses. These pulses were delivered using a Grass S88 (Grass Technologies, West Warwick, RI) stimulator with a current-controlled output stage. The proximal electrode was tripolar with a 2.0 mm edge-to-edge contact spacing with the outer contacts electrically tied together. Each rectangular contact had dimensions of 3 mm 1 mm (the 1 mm dimension was along the length of the nerve). The proximal stimulating electrode was placed on the sciatic nerve within 1 cm of the sacral plexus.
A distal electrode was used to deliver the HFAC blocking current. Each blocking electrode contained two 3 mm 1 mm contacts with a variable bipolar separation distance (the 1 mm dimension was along the length of the nerve). All blocking cuff electrodes had 1.0 mm of silicone between the outer edge of the platinum contact(s) and each edge of the cuff. For each experiment the electrode was placed such that the distal edge of the nerve cuff was at the common peroneal branch point as shown in Fig. 2 . Current-controlled 40-kHz sinusoidal blocking waveforms were delivered through the blocking electrode using a Keithley 6221 waveform generator (Keithley Instruments, Cleveland, OH) for each trial.
The effect of bipolar separation distance on the onset response was tested by applying different distal blocking electrodes to the nerve of each rat and measuring the response to the HFAC. Four bipolar separation distances were tested in each animal: 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, and 4.0 mm were tested in two animals, and 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, and 4.0 mm were tested in three animals. The order in which the electrodes were tested was block randomized for each animal, in three statistical blocks (one electrode of each geometry was tested in each statistical block). After each electrode placement, the following five-step procedure was used.
Step 1) A trial was performed to calculate the block threshold (the minimal blocking current amplitude that will result in a complete nerve block [4] , [6] , [11] , [14] , [15] ) using a procedure described previously [14] , [15] . Each trial consisted of a period of approximately 5 s of 1 Hz proximal stimulation, followed by a period of proximal stimulation combined with a distal HFAC waveform. For each trial the HFAC amplitude was initially 9.0 . After approximately 5 s (to allow for the onset response to fully subside), the amplitude of the high-frequency waveform was decremented by 0.1 mA per second until muscle twitches were detected. The lowest amplitude at which no muscle twitches were present was determined to be the block threshold. For trials in which 9.0 mA was not sufficient to block the nerve, the trial was repeated starting at 11.0 mA. For one trial, 11.0 mA was not sufficient to block the nerve, and the block threshold was measured starting at 13.0 mA.
Step 2) A high-frequency onset trial was executed. For these trials, a single supramaximal 20 s pulse was delivered through the proximal stimulation electrode, followed by four 5-s bursts of HFAC delivered to the nerve through the distal blocking electrode. Each of these bursts is followed by a 3-s interburst interval with no current delivery. The amplitude of each burst of HFAC was randomized for each trial to one of the following: block threshold amplitude (as calculated from the previous trial), 125% of block threshold amplitude, 150% of block threshold amplitude or 200% of block threshold amplitude.
Step 3) A 2-min wait was imposed to minimize any effect of nerve accommodation to the HFAC on the onset response.
Step 4) The block threshold was measured again using the procedure described above.
Step 5) A second high-frequency onset trial was performed by the procedure described above, using the block threshold amplitude calculated from the previous trial (step 4). After step 5 was completed, the electrode was removed and replaced with a different electrode per the randomization scheme. Steps 1-5 were executed for the new geometry, and so on.
This protocol resulted in a total of 24 randomized individual observations for each electrode size tested in each animal (each electrode was tested in three statistical blocks per animal, each with a once repeated observation, at four different amplitudes). This resulted in a total of 480 measurements from which the onset response was analyzed as a function of the electrode contact separation (Note: due to a technical malfunction during the experiment, one measurement could not be made, and one of the repeated series of observations was omitted, resulting in 475 actual recorded observations).
C. Data Analysis and Statistics
Three different measures were used to assess the magnitude of the onset response for each HFAC burst: the peak force of the muscle response [4] , the integral of the muscle force over the period of the burst [4] and the time required for the onset response to decay to 5% of its peak value from the time of peak. These measures are shown schematically in Fig. 1 . The peak force is a measure of Phase I neural activity and is an indicator of the degree of intensity of the initial neural volley that occurs when the HFAC is first applied [19] . The force integral and decay time are measures of Phase II of the onset response. The force integral is an indicator of the intensity of the Phase II firing and was calculated by integrating the force over the entire period of the HFAC burst. The decay time is an indicator of the duration of Phase II neural firing and was calculated to be the time required for the muscle force to drop to 5% of its peak value from the time of peak. For trials in which the muscle force did not decay to 5% within the burst interval, the decay time was estimated by extrapolating the muscle force which was recorded over the burst interval using a linear regression estimate. The regression estimate was made using the last second of muscle force data.
The outcome measures from the study were continuous data from the factorial experimental design. We examined the effects of the two studied factors and their interaction: the bipolar separation and the waveform amplitude. Two types of statistical models were considered here: a standard linear model and a linear random-effects model (LREM), where a random effect was included to take the variability of subjects into account [22] . LREM is a generalization of the standard linear model, permitting the data to exhibit correlation and nonconstant variability. The LREM, hence, provides flexibility of modeling not only the means of our data (as in standard linear model) but also their variance and covariance.
We firstly modeled the untransformed data and then examined the models using appropriate statistical diagnostic tools. The fitted models proved inappropriate because of the skewness of the outcome distributions. Thus, the outcomes were transformed using a log-transformation to make them normally distributed. The regression models based on the log-transformed outcomes were suitable based on the further statistical diagnostics. Akaike information criterion (AIC) was used to compare the different fitted models. LREMs were uniformly better than the standard linear models for all outcomes.
Therefore, each of our final statistical models for this study were LREMs for log-transformed outcomes. ANOVA F tests [23] were constructed based on the LREMs to test the factor effects at the 0.05 significance level.
III. RESULTS
Complete conduction block was readily achieved in each of the animals tested. Fig. 3 shows a typical 40 kHz HFAC block threshold trial for a bipolar electrode with a contact separation of 1.0 mm. The figure depicts a trial in which the block threshold was measured by decreasing the blocking current amplitude until partial nerve conduction block allows for small amplitude muscle twitches to be generated from the proximal stimulation. The absence of muscle twitches during proximal stimulation pulse delivery indicates complete conduction block, and small amplitude muscle twitches indicate partial conduction block. The circle in Fig. 3 highlights the first muscle twitch which results from a partially conducting nerve.
The effect of bipolar separation distance on Phase I and Phase II of the onset response was tested in five rats at four different amplitudes. Fig. 4 depicts various onset responses to 5-s bursts of HFAC recorded during high-frequency onset response trials. Trials in which low amplitudes of HFAC (100% of block threshold) were delivered through 4.0 mm electrodes tended to produce the most onset firing. Trials in which high amplitudes of HFAC (200% of block threshold) were delivered through 0.5 mm electrodes tended to produce the least onset firing. Fig. 4(a) and (b) shows typical onset response trials for each of these experimental conditions, respectively. Fig. 4 (c) and (d) shows extreme onset response trials for each of these experimental conditions, respectively, and are included to show the magnitude range for the onset responses observed in these experiments. Fig. 4(c) shows a trial with a large onset response during which Phase II does not subside within the duration of the HFAC burst. Fig. 4(d) shows a trial with minimal onset response for which there is no appreciable Phase II firing. The large muscle twitch occurring at 5.5 s in the trial displayed in Fig. 4(c) coincides with the cessation of the HFAC burst. This "off response" has been described elsewhere [5] and occurred occasionally.
The degree of Phase I firing was assessed by measuring the peak force of the onset response for each high-frequency onset burst trial. Fig. 5 shows the peak force as a function of bipolar separation distance for each of the four amplitudes tested. These data represent the mean across all animals, with error bars representing the standard error (a representation of the accuracy of the mean estimate). The approximate experimental range for the maximal single twitch force is shown by the grey shaded region. The peak force is similar for all bipolar separation distances tested, with a slight reduction in force when using a blocking electrode with a bipolar separation of 3.0 mm (15% difference between the 3.0 mm mean and population mean). Statistical analysis shows that the bipolar separation distance does have a significant effect on the peak force . Statistical analysis shows that the blocking amplitude does not have a significant effect on the peak force of the onset response . The peak force for each combination of HFAC amplitude and bipolar separation distance is substantially higher than a single supramaximal twitch elicited by proximal stimulation; the peak force was an average of 3.5 times the force of the supramaximal twitch (with a range of approximately 1.0-8.0 times the twitch force) that preceded each high-frequency onset trial across all trials. This is consistent with previously published data regarding peak force of the onset response [4] .
The degree of Phase II firing was assessed using two measures: the integral of the muscle force over the period of a 5-s HFAC burst and the time required for the onset response to decay to 5% of its peak value. Fig. 6 shows the integral of the muscle force as a function of bipolar separation distance for each of the four amplitudes tested. The error bars represent the standard error (a representation of the accuracy of the mean estimate). These data show a general increase in the integral of the onset response with increasing bipolar separation distance and a decrease with increasing HFAC amplitude. Statistical analysis shows that both bipolar separation distance and amplitude have a significant effect on the onset integral ( and , respectively). The integral of the onset response for the 4.0 mm trials with a HFAC amplitude equal to block threshold is substantially greater than any other bipolar separation and amplitude combination. Fig. 7 shows the mean time required for the onset response to decay to 5% of its peak value as a function of bipolar separation distance for each of the four amplitudes tested. The error bars represent the standard error (a representation of the accuracy of the mean estimate). These data show a general increase in the decay time for the onset response with bipolar separation distance and a decrease with HFAC amplitude. Statistical analysis confirms that both bipolar separation distance and amplitude have a significant effect on the decay time ( and , respectively). The combination of a 0.5 mm bipolar separation distance and an amplitude of 200% of block threshold resulted in the shortest mean decay time. The combination of a 4.0 mm bipolar separation distance and an amplitude of 100% of block threshold resulted in the longest mean decay time. There were five trials in which the muscle force did not decay to 5% within the 5-s interval. Each of these trials occurred when using an electrode with a 4.0 mm separation distance. Three of these trials occurred when a HFAC amplitude of 100% of block threshold was applied, one occurred with an amplitude of 150% of block threshold, and the other occurred with an amplitude of 200% of block threshold.
IV. DISCUSSION
The results presented in this study support the hypothesis that there are two distinct phases of the HFAC onset response. In this study, Phase I was characterized by a brief high magnitude muscle twitch ( times the suprathreshold twitch force in this study) and was not found to be substantially affected by nerve cuff bipolar separation distance or HFAC amplitude. Phase II of the onset response was characterized by a lower magnitude force that typically decayed over a period of 5 s or less, and was highly dependent on the bipolar separation distance and HFAC amplitude. Reducing the magnitude and duration of the onset response is important for moving HFAC nerve block into human applications. The results of this study show that a proper selection of electrode geometry and waveform amplitude can substantially reduce the duration and magnitude of Phase II of the onset response. In some cases, it was possible to eliminate the Phase II firing with the proper selection of these parameters.
The bipolar separation distance was shown to have a substantial effect on Phase II of the onset response, exhibiting a monotonic increase in onset integral and decay time with bipolar separation distance at all four amplitudes tested. For example, at a blocking amplitude of 100% of block threshold the mean onset integral varied by a factor of 3.0 over the entire range of bipolar separation distances. The mean time for the force to decay to 5% of its initial value varied by a factor of 3.8 over this same range. The amplitude of the HFAC waveform also had a substantial effect on Phase II of the onset response for the bipolar experiments. There was a monotonic decrease in onset integral and decay time with increases in amplitude for all bipolar separation distances with the possible exception of 0.5 mm and 1.0 mm, where the onset response is very similar for the lowest three amplitudes. This trend is consistent with previously published data showing smaller onset responses with increases in amplitude [2] , [4] , [8] , [9] , [11] . This is the first study which has examined the effect of HFAC amplitude on the onset response using multiples of the block threshold instead of fixed waveform voltages or currents. These data suggest that the onset response does trend with multiples of block threshold. Over the entire range of bipolar separation distance and amplitudes tested, the onset integral and decay time varied by a factor of 4.9 and 5.2, respectively.
The data presented in this study show that the selection of the blocking electrode geometry is important to inducing a nerve conduction block with a brief onset response. For the bipolar cuffs used in this study, the onset response was minimized for electrodes with a bipolar separation distance of 0.5 mm over the range of separation distances tested. The data also suggest that to some degree a poor electrode configuration which produces an intense onset response can be compensated for with an increase in amplitude.
In addition to minimizing the onset response, minimizing the total charge needed to produce block is also an important design criterion. In a previously study published by our laboratory, electrode geometry was found to have a significant effect on HFAC block threshold. For bipolar electrodes, block threshold was shown both experimentally and in single fiber simulation to exhibit a U-shaped trend with bipolar separation distance with the minimum thresholds occurring for separation distances of 1.0-2.0 mm [15] . Typical thresholds ranged from 5.0 to 7.5 mA depending on the electrode configuration [15] . The data in this study show that the onset response does not trend in this same way, suggesting that some electrode configurations (e.g., a bipolar separation of 0.5 mm) are better for producing a block with a small onset response and others (e.g., a bipolar separation of 2.0 mm) are better for producing a block with a low block threshold. The weighting given to the magnitude of onset response versus total charge injection in the design process will likely depend on the clinical application. Factors such as the clinical tolerance for onset response firing and the power budget for an implantable pulse generator would likely be important to consider since the amount of power required for HFAC block is significantly larger than that required for typical neurostimulation.
The frequency of the blocking waveform has also been shown to significantly impact the magnitude of the onset response [2] , [4] , [10] [11] [12] [13] . Higher frequency blocking waveforms result in a lesser onset response than lower frequency waveforms. However, high-frequency blocking waveforms require larger current amplitudes to achieve block than low frequency blocking waveforms. Since the onset response is transient, a transitioning paradigm may make it possible to take advantage of both ends of the frequency, amplitude and electrode spectrums. For example, a blocking therapy which starts with a high-frequency, high amplitude waveform that is delivered through a bipolar electrode with a 0.5 mm contact would produce little onset response, but would not be optimal for minimizing power consumption. This same therapy could ramp down the frequency and amplitude, and could possibly even transition current delivery to contacts with a spacing of 2.0 mm to reduce long-term power consumption.
The experimental results presented also provide some significant insight into why Phase I and Phase II of the onset response occur, why Phase II, but not Phase I, is strongly affected by electrode geometry and waveform, and why Phase II typically diminishes quickly. The biophysical nature of Phase I of the onset response is better understood than that of Phase II. A previously published simulation study suggests that Phase I of the onset response is a series of action potentials that occurs during the transition from a hyperpolarized to a depolarized state which occurs in HFAC block [18] . The very large muscle twitches seen in whole nerve preparations are consistent with this hypothesis. A study by Karu, et al. on rapid n-let stimulation of peripheral nerve demonstrated that multiple rapid efferent action potentials result in a large supra-maximal muscle twitch similar to that which characterizes Phase I [19] . There are no published studies of blocking a nerve or an axon using HFAC which have not resulted in Phase I firing, and modification of neither electrode configuration nor waveform amplitude prevented its occurrence in this study.
While Phase II of the onset response is less well understood, the experimental results provide some significant insight that allow for a hypothesis as to why Phase II is strongly affected by electrode geometry and amplitude and why its intensity typically diminishes with time. We hypothesize that the neural activation which occurs during Phase II is initiated at regions of the nerve which experience a field intensity which is subthreshold for nerve block, and that the temporal decay of the firing intensity may result from ion accumulation in the space surrounding the axons.
It is well established that when current is delivered through a nerve cuff electrode, a large field intensity is produced at the site of the electrode contacts, and a lesser, but significant, "virtual electrode" field intensity occurs at the edges of the cuff [24] . The geometry of a nerve cuff electrode and the amplitude of HFAC would affect the intensity of these virtual electrode fields. Simulations by Bhadra et al. and single fiber recordings performed by Bowman and McNeal have demonstrated that neu-rons subjected to HFAC with an amplitude that is subthreshold for block undergo rapid firing [8] , [18] . Each of these studies has also shown that the firing rate decreases with an increase in subthreshold HFAC amplitude (above 50% of block threshold) [8] , [18] . The intensity of these subthreshold fields would increase with an increase in blocking current amplitude. The data presented in this study show a decrease in Phase II firing with an increase in HFAC amplitude, which is consistent with this hypothesis. The effect of electrode geometry on the magnitude of subthreshold field intensity could likely be better elucidated with a finite element modeling study. However, definite changes in Phase II firing with electrode geometry have been demonstrated, suggesting that subthreshold fields could play a role in the trends shown.
We hypothesize that the temporal decay in Phase II firing occurs due to a slow membrane depolarization for axons subjected to subthreshold field intensities, and that this slow depolarization is caused by an accumulation of potassium in the extracellular space. In a single fiber study, Bowman and McNeal showed that axons which are subjected to HFAC that is subthreshold for block exhibit a decay from high firing rates (200-500 Hz) to zero over the course of 5-10 s [8] . In a modeling study, Bhadra, et al. showed that decreased firing rates which occur with increases in HFAC amplitude are associated with a membrane depolarization [18] .
Extracellular potassium accumulation is known to cause membrane depolarization [25] , and has been associated with conduction block in CNS neurons [26] , [27] . It has been shown that extracellular potassium accumulates in peripheral nerves when they undergo high rates of firing. [28] , and we hypothesize that this accumulation results in the decay in firing rate seen in Phase II of the onset response.
It is of note that basic physiological studies of nerve conduction and fiber type functionality sometimes employ electrical nerve blocking techniques (namely direct current block) to block the activity of a particular fiber population. Since direct current block is known to cause damage to nerve fibers [29] , HFAC might serve as an attractive alternative nerve blocking technique for these studies. Since it is sometimes desirable to implement such a conduction block with minimal firing [30] , the results of this study could be used to guide the selection of an electrode geometry for this type of study.
V. CONCLUSION
We have shown through randomized and repeated experiments that the contact separation distance of a bipolar nerve cuff electrode has an effect on the onset firing response to a HFAC blocking waveform. We also present data confirming trends shown by others that demonstrate a decrease in the onset response with an increase in HFAC amplitude, and for the first time present this type of analysis using multiples of the block threshold. These data suggests that there are two distinct phases to the onset response. Phase I was characterized by a brief high magnitude muscle twitch and was not found to be substantially affected by nerve cuff electrode geometry or HFAC amplitude. Phase II of the onset response was characterized by a lower magnitude force that typically decayed over a period of 5 s or less, and was effected by the bipolar separation distance and HFAC amplitude. The data suggest that Phase II onset firing could be the result of subthreshold fields remote to the electrode contacts that cause a decaying firing response. These data have implications for the selection of a nerve blocking electrode geometry for clinical applications or basic neurophysiology research. For example, conduction block with a short duration onset response could be useful in implementing a combined thermal or direct current onset-mitigating strategy [31] , [32] .
